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RETRO. REDEFINED.
Ambella Home Spring 2016 High Point Upholstery Designs Reflect Glamour, Luxe,
Sophisticated Style Influences From Hollywood Golden Era and Beyond
DALLAS, TX (February 25, 2016) – The latest upholstery designs from Ambella Home take their
inspiration from a range of sources, including the glamorous looks and sleek design lines synonymous
with the golden era of Hollywood. From wing chairs and sofas to sectionals and ottomans, these designs
and other accent furnishings will be showcased during the Spring 2016 High Point Market in Ambella’s
Hamilton Wrenn Design District showroom – 310 North Hamilton, Suite 110.
(Editor’s note: High resolution versions of images shown available via request or download. See end of release for details.)

High Point highlights include:
Madame X Chair (253-00) - A classic
tub chair with refined square arms.
What defines this silhouette is the
exceptionally complicated X shaped
back legs that stretch the length of the
outside back. Made of solid beech
wood.

Swifty Chair (238-00) - Named for legendary Hollywood
agent Swifty Lazar, this lounge chair features features a ‘50s,
‘60s vibe with an undulating wavy arm that reflects the
rhythmic pattern the sickle shaped sled base creates. A wide
chair perfect for men or women alike, the boxed loose seat
cushion and boxed loose back pillow add inviting comfort.

Elkins Sofa (1134-01) - Frances Elkins
was a legendary California-based
designer who practiced from the
1910s to the 1950s. Truly a trend
setter, Ms. Elkins favored
streamlined, generous chairs and
sofas with large track arms and tight
backs. Our version of the Elkins sofa
features a 7" wide track arm, a
tightly tailored upholstered back
sprung with Marshall Unit Springs
and a deep loose seat cusion all
raised on solid beech block feet. Two
20" and two 11" x 19" throw pillows
accompany the sofa.

Venus Sofa (1205-02) Inspired by glamourous
sofas of the 1940s, this
channel back sofa features
a gently curving footprint
with a plush channeled
back which terminates in a
top back upholstered roll.
Two boxed seat cushions
are raised over solid beech
tapered legs. Two 20"
throw pillows and two 11" x
19" kidney pillows
accompany this silhouette.

Paramount Sofa (1228-01) Influenced by sofas designed by
legendary designer Billy Baldwin
in the 1650s and 1960s, the
Paramount Sofa features two
boxed back pillows over a bench
seat cushion. The cushion fits into
the arm in a unique keyhole
design, creating a tailored fitted
look. Raised on a solid beech base
and tall tapered legs. Two 20"
throw pillows and two 11" x 19"
throw pillows accompany the
sofa.

Duchess Poof Ottoman - Skirted (114-00) - A multi-use
poof that is perfect as a cocktail ottoman, bench or as
additional seating. Features a plush, hand tufted top
with a box
pleated skirt.

Perry Chair (215-00) - A unique take on the classic
lounge chair – this sleek upholstered design has
open arms bordering the tight back finish with two
upholstered buttons. And a loose boxed seat
cushion is raised on tusk beech legs.

Gossamer Wing Chair (286-00) - A Hollywood Regency take on
the classic wing chair. Featuring dramatic curves and deep
tufting. The tall wing chair is accented with deep diamond
tufting on its inside back with broad curving wings and arms
terminating in scrolling posts. A loose boxed seat cushion is
raised over tall tapering maple legs.

Cosmo Sofa (1212-01) - This retroinspired sofa features flaring arms
tied together with a U-shaped front
border. The boxed bench seat
cushion is raised on curving solid
beech legs and is topped with two
boxed back pillows. Two bolsters
and two 20" throw pillows
accompany the sofa. Use this sofa in
pairs for a dramatic stylish focal
point.

ABOUT AMBELLA HOME
Headquartered in Dallas, TX, Ambella Home was founded in 1995 by George Moussa. Each piece in the
line is uniquely designed and manufactured. A meticulous production management process ensures
that every item consistently embodies the company’s signature hallmarks of beautiful design and quality
craftsmanship. Skilled carvers, craftsmen and artistic finishers use only the finest materials and best
techniques to handcraft each design. The line continues to evolve into a true lifestyle brand with a new
line of upholstery—all bench-crafted in the United States -- now joining the growing collection of fine
furniture and home accents for every room in the home. For more information, visit
www.ambellahome.com or call 214.631.8901 or write: 4910 Lakawana Street, Dallas, TX 75247.
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